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Abstract The solid–liquid interface, which is ubiquitous in nature and our
daily life, plays fundamental roles in a variety of physical–chemical–biological–
mechanical phenomena, for example in lubrication, crystal growth, and many
biological reactions that govern the building of human body and the functioning
of brain. A surge of interests in the moving contact line (MCL) problem, which
is still going on today, can be traced back to 1970s primarily because of the existence of the “Huh–Scriven paradox”. This paper, mainly from a solid mechanics
perspective, describes very briefly the multidisciplinary nature of the MCL problem, then summarizes some major advances in this exciting research area, and
some future directions are presented.
c 2014 The Chinese Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. [doi:10.1063/2.1403402]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The static and dynamic properties of solid–liquid interfaces have been a topic of intense interest in many disciplines for a long time, such as materials science, chemistry, mechanics, biology,
physics, etc. When a droplet is deposited on a substrate, the line where the interface between
liquid and vapor intersects a solid substrate is named the contact line.1 In Ref. 2, the Young’s
equation, published in 1805, is used to describe the static contact line’s equilibrium configuration,
and the three coefficients of interfacial tension is related to the contact angle formed by the liquid–
vapor interface intersecting the solid surface. The problem of moving contact line (MCL) has
found wide applications in industry such as micro- and nano-fluidics, bio-engineering, petroleum,
chemical engineering, and so on. Nevertheless, for many years, the MCL problem has remained an
issue of debate and controversy even at the macroscopic level. The main difficulty stems from two
paradoxes: (1) the fact that classical hydrodynamic equations, which is coupled with the conventional no-slip boundary condition, predict a singularity for the stress and a logarithmic singularity
for the energy dissipation rate at the liquid/vapor/solid triple contact point, as stated in the “Huh–
Scriven paradox” (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) that “not even Herakles could sink a solid”;3 (2) the fact
that the logarithmic singularity for the thermal energy dissipation rate at the liquid/vapor/solid
triple contact point for the evaporation of a droplet, as stated in the “droplet evaporation paradox” (as shown in Fig. 1(b)) that “not even Helios could evaporate a water droplet”.1
a) Corresponding
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Fig. 1. The two paradoxes in MCL problem: (a) Huh–Scriven paradox and (b) droplet evaporation paradox.

As shown in Fig. 2, the study of the solid–liquid interfaces and the MCL problem is inherently
multidisciplinary. The phrases and terms in red color in Fig. 2 have direct relation with this review.
For example, one can use the electrowetting to manipulate a water droplet, one can also wrap a
water droplet by a flexible elastic sheet which is termed “elasto-capillarity (EC)”. In recent years,
we have systematically investigated the multi-scale and multi-field MCL problem by using multiscale experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Based on this study, we put forward
and realized the electro-elasto-capillarity (EEC), further extended the molecular kinetic theory
(MKT) model to the electrowetting and cell adhesion problems, found some new flow patterns at
the interior corners, and formulated a new slip boundary condition for the MCL problem. This
review will mainly summarize the advances of the study of the author’s group on MCL problems,
and some perspectives will also be presented concerning the MCL problem.
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Fig. 2. Multidisciplinary nature of the solid–liquid interface investigation.

II. PRECURSOR FILM UNDER ELECTRIC FIELD AND EEC BY MD SIMULATIONS

A precursor film (PF), i.e., a very thin molecular layer, propagating ahead of the nominal
MCL, plays an important role for not only the liquid, polymer or metal droplet, but also biologi-
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cal cells in the spreading process.4–6 The existence of PF was first predicted in Hardy’s pioneering
work.7 Then, numerous theoretical and experimental studies on the spreading droplet have validated Hardy’s results.1 We carried out a multi-scale experimental investigation on the droplet
spreading, which is shown in Fig. 3. The liquid droplet is a solution of hyperbranched polymer
nanoparticles dissolved in chloroform with a volume of 0.33 µl. The solid substrate is the freshly
cleaved muscovite mica (V-1, Electron Microscopy Sciences, USA) with a surface roughness on
the scale of several angstroms. Since the chloroform is conveniently volatile, experiments were
performed in water environment. The apparent contact angle was measured using an OCA20
system (precision ±0.1◦ , from Dataphysics, Germany), θap = 35.1◦ (Fig. 3(b)). For the actual
contact angle, it was estimated based on the optical interference principle, θac ≈ λ /(2nb), in
which λ is the incident wavelength, n is the refractive index, and b is the fringe spacing. Analyses on the results presented in Fig. 3(c) show that θac ≈ 2.5◦ . To study the spreading of PF,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Agilent-5500) was used to scan the molecular region, as shown
in Figs. 3(d)–3(f). Regular surface roughness was found in this region, which is consistent with
the diameter of the dissolved nanoparticles (2–3 nm). The comparable experimental observation
verifies the muli-scale spreading of liquid droplets described in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 3. Multi-scale experimental investigation on the droplet spreading: (a) schematic of the multi-scale
spreading, (b) sessile liquid droplet on the solid substrate, (c) interference fringes in the transition region,
(d) dissolved nanoparticles visualize the PF on the atomically smooth surface, (e) observed step indicating
the tongue of the PF, and (f) AFM images of the mica surface.

The unphysical stress singularity as stated clearly in the “Huh–Scriven paradox” is due to
the negligence of microstructures at the solid–liquid interface.8 PF, a microstructure ahead of the
nominal MCL, is just an answer to the Huh–Scriven paradox. Meanwhile, we find that PF is also
the first answer to the stress singularity in electrowetting.9
(
)
The PF is generated by the disjoining pressure Π (h) = A/ 6πh3 , the thickness of PF was
√
√
estimated by Hervet and de Gennes10 to be hPF = a 3γ lv /2S, where a = A/(6πγ lv ) ∼ 10−10 m,
γ lv is the liquid–vapor interfacial tension, and A and S are the Hamaker constant and the spreading
coefficient, respectively. The length of PF L = 0.69hPF /Ca2/3 is related to the capillary number
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Fig. 4. (a) Path lines of water molecules when a water droplet spreads on a smooth hydrophilic solid.
(b) EEC.

Ca = η U/γ lv , where η and U are the viscosity and velocity, respectively. PF is confined between
the solid and the liquid, and is a kind of confined liquid, which exhibits the properties of layering
and solid-like.1
When a droplet was deposited on a smooth hydrophilic solid, PF spread fast ahead of the rest
of the liquid and formed a thin liquid film on the solid, then the bulk droplet spread on the base
of the PF (Fig. 4(a)). The droplet finally reached an equilibrium state described by the Young’s
equation.2 To imitate the usual setup of electrowetting with typical electric field E ∼107 V/m, the
solid atoms were applied with increasing charges. The wettability of the solid surface increased
with the increase of E. We tracked each of the water molecules when a water droplet spread on
the smooth solid, and some of the path lines were taken to obtained Fig. 4(a). The new features of
PF under electric field9 are shown in Fig. 4(a). (1) The bulk water molecules (grey) were shown
for comparison, which randomly diffused under thermal energy. (2) The surface molecules (pink)
had the highest mobility. Because the liquid–vapor interface energy was weaker than the liquid–
liquid interaction, the surface molecules moved quickly on the surface. (3) The water molecules in
PF (blue) had the lowest mobility. PF molecules hopped around adsorption sites with a amplitude
less than 0.3 nm. (4) Some water molecules (purple) moved fast at the surface. But once diffusing
into the MCL region, they were pinned by the solid and became part of the PF. Since the surface
molecules diffuse continuously and fast to PF, the PF propagates fast and dissipates with low
energy. The path lines in electrowetting validated this conclusion again. The unique 2D hydrogen
bonds (H-bonds) network in PF results in its unique transport behavior: it is harder for the water
molecules to diffuse in PF, while it is easier to diffuse above PF. The diffusion coefficient D
of the water molecules was calculated by Einstein relation. When the droplet spread, it has D =
1.132 × 10−5 cm2 /s in PF, which was 50.4% of D = 2.246 × 10−5 cm2 /s of the bulk water,11 while
D of the surface region was 7.354 × 10−5 cm2 /s. When the external electric field was imposed, D
decreased to the orders of 10−6 cm2 /s (about 6% of D of the bulk water). These results indicate
the solid-like feature of the PF.
We used for the first time the electric field to open the wrapped droplet, which is termed EEC,9
as shown in Fig. 4(b) by using the unique transport properties of the PF (i.e., solid-like and fast
spreading). First, we used graphene, whose radius is larger than the elasto-capillary length to
wrap the droplet.12 Then, an external electric field E = 0.544 V/nm along the −y direction was
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applied to unwrap the droplet, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Because of the faster propagation of PF
compared with the bulk liquid, as well as the solid-like property of PF, PF pushed the graphene
to unwrap with a force of the order of 1 nN/nm from our MD simulations. So by employing the
unique transport properties of PF, EEC can be realized at micro/nano scale.
The dynamic wetting of topologically structured surfaces is of significant interest in both
theoretical studies and applications.13,14 However, the underlying mechanisms are far from being
well understood. The dynamic wetting of a droplet on a pillar-arrayed surface is essentially a
multiscale process as shown in Fig. 5(a).15 At macroscopic level, when a droplet was deposited
on pillars, the fringe penetrated into the space among the pillars and its spreading depended on the
arrangement of pillars, while the bulk water spreads on the base of the fringe and its spreading is
isotropic. The fringe superwetted the pillars and spread faster than the bulk. At mesoscopic level,
driven by the hydrodynamic pressure, the fringe advanced in the forest of the pillars and formed a
zigzag MCL. On one hand, the excess solid–liquid interface provided excess driving force to the
liquid; on the other hand, the pillars bring excess resistance to the fringe. At microscopic level, a
thin PF propagated ahead of the nominal MCL. Driven by the disjoining pressure, (1) PF rapidly
evolved on the pillar surfaces; (2) two PFs encountered at the interior corner formed by the pillar
and substrate and jetted a single-file precursor chain (PC).16 The potential surface at the interior
corner was lower and smoother than that on the smooth surface. Hence, the PC propagating ahead
of the PF at the interior corner was more stable, bore less friction and propagated faster than the
PF with respect to the interior angle. A 1D H-bonds network in PC was formed to transfer driving
energy to push the solid-like PC to slip in the corner, and behaved just like a 1D H-bonds network
in carbon nanotube, which makes a fast transport and has large slip length at the solid–liquid
interface.17
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Fig. 5. Multiscale dynamic wetting of a droplet on a topologically structured surface.

We adopted the MKT, which was proposed by Glasstone et al.18 to explain the physical mechnism behind these phenomenon. For the water molecules hop between solid sites separated by
a distance λ with frequency κ0 , the advancing velocity U = 2κ0 sinh(wλ 2 /(2kB T )), where w
is the work per unit area done by the driving force. According to Blake and de Coninck,19
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κ0 = kB T exp(−λ 2Wa /(kB T ))/(η vm ), where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Wa and vm are the work of adhesion between the solid and the liquid, and the molecular
flow volume, respectively. In our cases, the driving work is less than the thermal energy, so we
obtain the spreading velocity as
(
)
(
)
(
)
wλ 2
λ 2Wa
wλ 3
λ 2Wa
kB T λ
exp −
sinh
∼
exp −
.
U =2
η vm
kB T
2kB T
η vm
kB T

(1)

(1) Wetting on a solid surface15
The driving work arises from the interface energy
w = (γsv − γsl )ro − γ lv cos θ , where γsv and γsl are the solid–vapor and solid–liquid interfacial
energies, respectively, ro is the roughness of the solid surfaces, and θ is the instant contact
angle. Taking account of the Young’s equation (γsv − γsl = γ lv cos θ0 , θ0 is the static contact angle) and the lubrication approximation (θ ∼ H/R ∼ 0),20 spreading velocity the approximation as U ∼ γ lv cos θ /η ∼ γ lv θ 2 /η . For the sake of mass conservation, θ is close to
( 3
)
8R0 /3R3 − 2 (1 − ϕs ) h/R, where R0 and R are initial and instant radii of the droplet, respectively. For rough surface, h and ϕs are the pillar height and the density of roughness, respectively.
We can obtain scaling laws for the smooth and the rough surfaces, respectively. For spreading on
smooth solid surface, it has R/R0 ∼ (t/τc )1/7 . The characteristic time τc = η R0 /γ lv is controlled
by R0 and capillary velocity Uca = γlv /η . For spreading on rough surface, it has R/R0 ∼ (t/τc′ )1/3 ,
2
where the characteristic time τc′ = η R30 /(γ lv h ) is controlled not only by properties of the bulk
water, but also by the topological parameters of the rough surface: ϕs and h (the effective height
of the pillars).
(2) Wetting in an interior corner with opening angle 2α shown in Fig. 5(b)16 Consider
a special case along the angular bisector, θ = 0, the work done by the disjoining pressure is
w (α ) =

( α )) (
(α )
)
AAu-Water 2 (
+ cot3
r1−2 − r2−2 ,
sin α 3 cot
48π
2
2

where AAu-Water is the Hamaker constant between gold substrate and water. Because of the existence of PC, r1 could not reach 0, but equals σAu-Water (≪ r2 ), so w is not sensitive to r2 . We
adopted r2 = 5 nm (the width of interior corner). Wa could be directly obtained from the MD
simulations. With the increase of the interior angle, the driving work decreases and Wa increases.
So, the spreading velocity decreases with the increase of the opening angle of the interior corner.
(3) Electrowetting on a solid surface9 In the case of electrowetting, an additional average
electric energy wE describing the interaction between electric field E and electric dipole moment
µ i is
E ||µ i |L(|E
E ||µ i |/(kB T ))),
wE ∼ ∑(−|E
i

where L (x) is the Langevin function.21 wE is complicated for an electrowetting system and makes
Eq. (1) have no analytical solution. So we used a power law R ∼ t n(E) to fit the relationship
between R and t. When E is larger than a critical electric field Ec , n(E) begins to increase with E.
And when E is larger than a saturated field Es , n(E) also saturates. These findings are validated
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by relevant experimental observations.22 We find that PF is the first answer to the Maxwell stress
singularity in electrowetting.9
III. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF EEC

As shown in Fig. 4(b), we realized the EEC dynamics by MD simulations. As a matter of
fact, flexible substrate devices become popular today, because of its advantages in wearable and
portable devices. However, due to the flexibility of the materials, the vertical component of the
capillary force may cause vertical deformation of the substrate,1 which is not usually seen upon
silicon or glass based devices. EC and EEC are such kinds of phenomena.1 In 2004, Bico et al.23
published a paper in Nature, reporting the mechanism of a common phenomenon in our daily
life: coalescence of wet hair (Fig. 6(a)). Due to the surface tension of droplet, hairs are bent and
get into bundles, and this process is named as EC. EC spontaneously occurs when the size of
droplet has exceeded the elastocapillary length. Some groups also reported that EC could lead to
a remarkable deformation in various types of flexible substrates (Fig. 6(c)), such as PDMS films,
micro scale devices or graphene films (in MD simulation).24–28
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Fig. 6. From EC to EEC. (a) Hair get bundled when it is wet. (b) Schematics of EEC experimental setup.
(c) A droplet encapsulated by PDMS film. (d) With the increase of voltage, the thin film tends to release the
droplet.

Based on EC, Zhao’s group realized the opening of the wrapped droplet by applying an electric field in experiments,29 and this new phenomenon was termed EEC,9 which is a controllably
encapsulation and release method of tiny droplets. EEC has introduced electric field into the
droplet-thin film system, so that the deformation of substrate and droplet can be properly controlled. In experiments, direct current (DC) voltage and alternating current (AC) voltage have
been applied upon a wrapped droplet. With the increase of voltage, the encapsulated droplet was
released, and the system returned to the initial states (Fig. 6(d)).
Conductive salty liquid was used in the experiment and the droplet was located on the surface
of a flexible thin (70 µm thick) PDMS film (Fig. 6(b)). The film was placed on a ZnO superhydrophobic surface, in order to minimize the adhesion force between substrate and thin film. When
electric field is applied with, the PDMS film tended to unwrap the drop, due to the joint effect of
Coulomb force, elastic force, and surface tension. When a critical value (∼650 V in the experiment) of the voltage is reached, the film was pulled-in to the substrate and the droplet is released
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completely.
In the case of AC actuation, the droplet began to vibrate, just as it is tap-dancing (Fig. 7(a)), so
AC actuated EEC is also called as “Tap dance of water droplet”.29 The frequency doubling effect
was observed in this process. By deriving the Lagrangian equation of the system, the theoretical
model is set up as
d2Θ
4BwΘ
γlv wl1 ∆ Θ cos Θ − sin Θ πε w
2I 2 = −
−
−
2
dt }
l
| {z
| sin ∆
{z Θ
} |
| {z1 }

Kinetic energy

Bending energy

√

Surface energy

l1 /h′V02 sin2 ω t
dΘ
−C
,
3/2
4Θ{z
} | {zdt}

(2)

Dissipation

Electric energy

where the parameters in Eq. (2) can be found in Ref. 29 (Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)).
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Fig. 7. EEC under AC voltage and its possible application in MEMS device actuation. (a) Droplet and
thin film dance to the applied voltage. (b) Schematic of experiment and the parameter used in the model.
(c) Theoretical model shows good accordance with experiments. (d) Micro devices fabricated upon Parylene
thin film. (e) With increase of voltage, cantilever deflection is altered.

A micro-EEC device was also designed and fabricated in the author’s group. Golden conductive electrodes were buried in a Parylene cantilever (Fig. 7(d)). By adding a water droplet to
the surface of the cantilever, the device was bent upwards. Then, electric field was applied to the
cantilever, and the bent cantilever became flat (Fig. 7(e)). By utilizing this method, the deflection
can be controlled by electro static force, surface tension and elastic force.
EEC could be a potential off-plane actuation method of MEMS devices, since the surface
tension tends to be a dominant interaction when the scale goes down. It is also a practical solution
to protect tiny amount of liquid sample from being evaporated and polluted, in ultra-sensitive
bio-medical sensors.

IV. BOUNDARY SLIP

Although the Navier–Stokes equations form the basis of our understanding of the simple liquid
flow, the boundary condition is another core concept in fluid mechanics. With a rich history rooted
in interface science and recent advances in micro- and nano-fluidics technology, boundary slip
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has recently been investigated for a rapidly increasing number of applications.30 Boundary slip
is fundamentally characterized by the fact that there is a relative motion between the fluid and
the solid. Navier himself proposed a linear expression for the slip velocity, Vs = ls γ̇ , in which ls
denotes the slip length with a constant value, and γ̇ is the shear rate. Thus, slip velocity and slip
length are used to quantify the boundary slip, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the boundary slip, the MKT slip model as well as the possible influencing factors,
including the surface roughness,31 the nanoscale vapor bubbles generated at the liquid–solid interface,32
the electric double layer,33 the channel curvature dependent friction,34 the shear rate,35,36 the shape and the
arrangement of the liquid molecules,37,38 the wettability of the solid surface,39 and the variation of viscosity
near the solid walls.40

Boundary slip, according to the definition above, becomes extensively significant when referring to the micro- and nano-scale flow, which is of fundamental physical interest and is practically
applicable widely in many areas, from designing nanofluidic devices to interpreting the biological
ionic channels.30 Since boundary slip is an interfacial behavior that relates the liquid flow and the
solid wall, its influencing factors can be divided into three categories, as summarized in Fig. 8.
Concerning the solid wall, researchers have discussed the effect of the surface roughness,31 the
nano-scale vapor bubbles generated at the liquid–solid interface,32 the electric double layer,33 and
the channel curvature dependent friction.34 For the part of liquid, we focus on the exerted shear
rate,35,36 and the liquid properties such as the shape and the arrangement of liquid molecules.37,38
Besides, the liquid–solid coupling effect also contributes to the boundary slip, for example, the
wettability of the solid surface,39 and the variation of viscosity near the solid walls.40
A new slip model has been recently proposed based on the Frenkel–Eyring MKT.36 This
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extended MKT slip model introduces a concept of critical shear stress, which determines the
onset of the slip, and also considers the energy dissipation near the liquid–solid interface at high
shear stresses. The new MKT slip model characterizes the slip behavior over a wide range of
shear stress, and it is divided into three regimes. (1) No-slip regime. The boundary slip would not
occur unless the critical shear stress is reached. It is found that the critical shear stress increases
exponentially with the liquid–solid interactions, which can be confirmed in the MKT theoretical
prediction and MD simulations. (2) Navier slip regime. When the shear stress is larger than the
critical shear stress and not very high yet, the boundary slip occurs with a constant slip length.
Within this regime, the MKT slip model can be reduced to the Navier’s slip model. (3) Sheardependent slip regime. The slip length increases with the shear rate. At even higher shear stress
level, two different kinds of nonlinear responses are displayed by the shear-dependent boundary
slip according to the wetting conditions of the solid surface. A dissipation factor is introduced
into the MKT model to take account of the energy dissipation arising from the relative sliding
between the individual liquid layers near the interface. A dimensionless modified Galilei number
was suggested for comparing the relative importance of the intrinsic viscous force and the exerted
driving force of the liquid, which is dominating in the nanoscale force-driven flow. This MKT
slip model provides a definite expression of the amount of slip and can be used to characterize the
slip behavior over a large range of shear stress, which can be compared with other existing slip
models.35,41
Despite the aforementioned notable progress, the boundary slip still has some unclear and
controversial aspects, that are yet to be adequately resolved. Firstly, a comprehensive MKT-based
slip model which could include all the influencing factors should be explored in the future. Secondly, the thermostats in MD simulations of highly confined channel flow may significantly affect
the fidelity of transport phenomena.42 Therefore, the effects of the thermostat implementations
should be fully understood.

V. PROPERTIES OF GRAPHENE–WATER INTERFACE UNDER ELECTRIC FIELDS

The property of graphene–water interface is most important for realizing the applications of
graphene because it not only defines the interaction between graphene and its environment but
also directly impacts the properties of graphene. For example, the wettability of graphene was
reported to affect the energy storage capacity of a graphene super-capacitor,43 and the adsorbed
water film on graphene can open the bandgap of graphene.44 Recently, Li et al.45 have found
that the freshly graphene surface is hydrophilic, which subverts the generally accepted knowledge
that supported graphene is hydrophobic, and they suggested that previously reported data may
have been affected by unintentional hydrocarbon contamination from ambient air. This further
illustrates the importance of water adsorption on graphene surface. While much progress has
been made, the application of graphene in electronic devices deserves further investigation of
graphene–water interface under an electric field.
Zhao’s group46 explored the properties of graphene–water interface under the electric field
considering both the deformation of graphene and the structure of the adsorbed water. A water
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droplet was firstly placed on the graphene with zero charge. Under the vertical component of
surface tension, the droplet was spontaneously wrapped by the graphene. Then, an electric field
was applied to release the droplet as shown in Fig. 9(a). Under the electric field, some water
molecules were attracted to the graphene and others to the substrate to form two PFs. The upper
PF propagated to unwrap the folding graphene and the lower PF propagated to delaminate the
graphene from the substrate (Fig. 9(b)). During this process, two PFs compete in the form of
capillary wave. The physics of the capillary wave was explored by MKT (Fig. 9(c)).
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Fig. 9. (a) Capillary wave propagation (borderline between red and ice blue) induced by the competition
between PF1 and PF2 during which the graphene was delaminated from the substrate by PF2. (b) Competition between PF1 and PF2. (c) Schematic of the MKT. Silver, red, and ice blue atoms represent graphite,
graphene, and water atoms, respectively.46

The properties of graphene–water interface under the electric field was further explored by
Zhao’s group with focus laid on the structure of the adsorbed water.47 It was found that the adsorbed water on charged graphene experiences first-order ice-to-liquid (electromelting), and then
liquid-to-ice (electrofreezing) phase transitions with the increase of the charge value (Fig. 10).
The initial and final ice structures are incommensurate and commensurate with graphene, respectively. This novel phenomenon is attributed to the change of the water–water interactions from
being attractive to repulsive at a critical charge value qc . With the increase of the charge value,
the strength of the attractive water–water interactions decreases below qc , while the repulsive
water–water interactions increases above qc . These two inverse processes lead to electromelting
and electrofreezing, respectively. To further investigate the dynamical properties of the adsorbed
water, the transition state theory was extended by including both water–water interactions and
water–graphene interactions in the Eyring equation. The theory and the simulations qualitatively
agree well on the diffusion coefficient, the variation of which further confirms the ice–liquid–ice
transition. This work not only expands our knowledge of graphene–water interface, but related
analyses could also help recognize the controversial role of the surface charge or electric field in
promoting phase transitions of water.
Although much progress has been made, there is still plenty of room for further investigation
on the properties of graphene–water interfaces under electric field, e.g., other structures of the
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Fig. 10. (a) Evolution of lateral oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function with respect to charge values
q. (b) Structure of the adsorbed water on graphene. Red, white and blue atoms represent oxygen, hydrogen
and carbon atoms, respectively. (i) q = 0 − 0.06e. Water molecules arrange in a hexagonal structure which
is incommensurate with graphene. (ii) q = 0.07 − 0.12e. Water monolayer exhibits liquid state, the structure
of which is disorder. (iii) q = 0.13 − 0.18e. Ice structure in this case is also hexagonal, but commensurate
with graphene.

water overlayer on charged graphene would possibly reveal when the temperature is varied, and
the influence of the phase transitions on the deformation of graphene would also be an interesting
topic.

VI. CELL SPREADING AS A MCL PROBLEM WITH EXTENDED MKT MODEL

Broadly speaking, cell spreading can be considered as a MCL problem. The complex biochemical reactions inside the cell are rate processes,48 i.e., they are all related with time. As the
traditional MKT was developed from absolute rate theory18 and founded based on the same fact,
rate process, it is reasonable to apply absolute rate theory to the field of biology, especially the
cell–matrix biointerface. However, it is essential to note that molecule at the solid/liquid interface
means molecule of liquid, while it represents molecule of protein at the cell–matrix biointerface,
such as actin, integrin, cadherin, etc., as shown in Fig. 11. The molecule of liquid jumped between
adjacent adsorption sites on the solid surface at the MCL corresponds to the reaction between receptor and ligand at the cell–matrix biointerface. Thus the application of absolute rate theory to
cell adhesion, cell spreading and other cellular kinetics should be very careful, and relevant biological background is needed. Recently, Li et al.49 have developed the absolute rate theory by
taking into account the polymerization process of actin filament, established the dynamic equation
of cell spreading, and extended the MKT to the field of cell–matrix biointerface. After reviewing
the previous results of cellular kinetics, many theoretical models are found to be related with this
extended molecular kinetic theory (eMKT).
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Fig. 11. The reaction process of actin, integrin, cadherin likely characterized by eMKT.

In the process of cell spreading, the change of cell morphology depends largely on the extension of pseodopods, and actin filament polymerization is the main cause of this extension.
In Brownian ratchet model,50 a polymerizing actin filament was modeled as a linear array of
monomers; while, the ratchet mechanism is the intercalation of monomers between the barrier
and the polymer tip. It is a confined diffusion problem, and the growth of filament relies on thermal fluctuation. While in the eMKT model of cell spreading established by Zhao’s group,49 this
polymerization process was regarded as a chemical reaction of actin monomer adding onto the
tip of filament, which is also affected by cell membrane and focal adhesion. It is not surprising that both models have the same form and Boltzmann factors, as long as we realize that actin
polymerization is a Markov process. The addition of monomer onto the end of actin filament
is an independent process, and has nothing to do with previous polymerization. The Brownian
ratchet model was developed by considering the elastic deformation and the spatial distribution
of actin filament,51,52 and was applied to the research of cell spreading to obtain a scaling law
between cell radius and time.53 The adherens junction at the cell–cell interface was mediated by
actin filament polymerization, and its kinetic process can also be characterized by this Brownian
ratchet model.54 Zhao’s model49 also predicted the scaling law in cell spreading, and further explained the different rigidity response of cell spreading on hydrogels and PDMS by introducing
the influence of interfacial stiffness.
In the study of cell kinetics, the influence of substrate topography has not attracted much
attention in theoretical modeling. This issue can be addressed by utilizing MKT, and will be the
focus of theoretical analyses on cell–matrix biointerface.
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VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A water droplet with 2 mm in diameter contains approximately 1.4 × 1020 water molecules.
A first-order emergent structure occurs as a result of shape interactions, e.g., hydrogen bonds in
water molecules lead to surface tension of a droplet, as shown in Fig. 12. Therefore, wetting
and dynamic wetting are emergent phenomena from bottom-up point of view. The MCL problem is still a wide-open field. The author would like to bring the following future directions of
development to the readers.
Wetting as an emergent phenomenon

γlv

Liquid

Vapor

θ
γsl

Work of cohesion (L/L)

γsv

Solid

Work of adhesion (S/L)

Fig. 12. Schematic of first-order emergent structure of wetting.

A. Stress singularity under multi-fields

Huh–Scriven paradox arises from 4 idealized assumptions: uncompressible Newtonian fluid,
smooth solid surface, impenetrable solid–liquid interface, and nonslip boundary conditions, which
all result in stress singularity at the MCL. When liquid spreading takes place under external fields,
the situation is even worse. For example, driven by the Maxwell force caused by external electric
field, the charges or dipoles in the liquid would concentrate at the MCL, which results in additional
stress singularity at the MCL. We find out that PF is the first answer to the Huh–Scriven paradox
in electrowetting. However, stress or energy dissipation singularity at the triple points under
multi-fields is still a deep riddle in dynamic wetting.

B. Multiscale nature of dynamic wetting

The dynamic wetting process is essentially a multiscale problem. At microscopic level, PF,
a thin molecular layer driven by the disjoining pressure, spreads ahead of the nominal MCL.
We employ MKT to describe the dynamics of liquid. At macroscopic level, the liquid is driven
by the hydrostatic pressure and does not spread until it reaches an equilibrium state described
by Young’s equation. We use hydrodynamics to describe the dynamic behaviors of liquid. At
mesoscopic level, the liquid is governed by both the hydrostatic and the disjoining pressures.
Microscopic motion described by MKT and macroscopic behavior described by hydrodynamics
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should smoothly be connected at mesoscale.
Unraveling the atomic or molecular structure and the detailed interaction between the solid
and liquid media at the solid–liquid interface is, therefore, one of the major challenges facing MCL
problem today since it is only by understanding the physical and chemical processes involved in
model systems that we can extrapolate to more complex environments.

C. Applications of EEC

The micro scale EEC devices can be fabricated by depositing metal (or other conductive material) electrodes upon soft cantilevers or membranes. By applying voltage to the electrodes, the
deflection of the flexible devices, caused by droplet surface tension, can be controlled. EEC can
be potentially used as a micro scale droplet encapsulation method or as an off-plane activation
method for MEMS devices.

D. Cell spreading

In the theoretical models of cell kinetics, what we concerned most is to explain and predict
cellular behaviors. Duo to the complexity of the experiments, the influence of substrate topography, the confined boundary condition, the dimensionality that cells feel and other factors should
be considered in the further models. In addition, the kinetic behaviors of cell clusters which comprise cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions has not attracted much attention in theory, and could
be a promising research direction.

E. Environmental and energy applications of the MCL problem

MCL has attracted considerable interest in the last several decades due to its inherently
multiscale essence for us to thoroughly understand droplet dynamics, capillarity and wetting
phenomena.15,55–59 MCL has already been found in many environmental and energy applications,
such as shale gas development,60 energy harvest,17 enhanced oil recovery (EOR),61,62 and fuel
cell fabrication.63 Taking hydraulic fracture in shale as an example, the fracturing of rock by a
pressurized liquid is also a solid–liquid–vapor MCL problem. In this sense, this review presents
recent trends and future possibilities for MCL research and suggests which applications will see
the most significant improvement.
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